
BRAVERYBRAVERY

FOR WHATSFOR WHATS
RIGHT!RIGHT!

AND STANDINGAND STANDING

UPUP

Having the courage to speak out even though it may terrify you shows resilience!



MASCOTS KEYMASCOTS KEY

STRENGTHSSTRENGTHS

RESILIENT ELEPHANT COURAGEOUS LION

Resilient Elephant
overcomes obstacles whilst

learning from mistakes.
Through hard times,

strength, empathy and
appreciation is gained

Courageous Lion faces
challenges heads on as well
as standing up for all they

believe in, never letting fear
get in the way!



A belief that prevents you from
fulfilling your goals and dreams
due to fear of what could go
wrong

WHAT IS A LIMITING

BELIEF?

LIMITING

BELIEFS

FACTS



 COURAGE

 FEAR Don't let fear control your life! 

Do something outside of your
comfort zone. Challenge yourself!



YOURSELF

THE WORLD

LIFE

Limiting beliefs about
yourself that make you

feel like you can’t do
something because
something is  wrong

with you

Limiting beliefs about life
that make you feel like
you can’t do something
because it’s too difficult.

Limiting beliefs about
the world that make you

feel like you can’t do
something because no

one will let you.

Limiting beliefs typically
come in three areas



OVERCOMING
OVERCOMING

LIMITINGLIMITING

BELIEFSBELIEFS

ASK YOURSELF, “HOW IS THIS BELIEF SERVING ME?”

TEST THOSE
ALTERNATIVE

BELIEFS
 

CREATE
ALTERNATIVE

BELIEFS
 

ASK YOURSELF, “WHAT IF I’M WRONG?”
 

PRACTICE
YOUR

AFFIRMATIONS



Affirmations are empowering
statements that are personal
to you! Affirmations can
mitigate the effects of a
limiting belief.

 WRITE AN

AFFIRMATION

'I attract all good things'.

'I am the success story'.

'I can and I will'.

'I love who I am and what I do'.

'I choose happiness'.



It should start by reciting your
personal affirmation!

Make a positive mental plan
of your day and list of what
you hope to achieve

HAVE A DAILY

ROUTINE



MAKE TIME FOR

A POWER

BREAKFAST

It's the most
important meal
of the day!



In many ways, we can be our own worst enemies.
We are confined by our own perceptions.

 
Challenge your own understanding. Test new ideas.

You are never at the full expansion of yourself.
There is always room for growth!

 



Stand up tall, with your head
held high. Be proud and
believe in you!

HAVE  COURAGE TO

BE THE BEST

VERSION OF

YOURSELF!


